Errors introduced by using aggregate data in estimating a consumer demand model have long been a concern. We study the effects of such errors on elasticity estimates derived from AIDS and QUAIDS models. Based on a survey of published articles, a generic parameterization of the income distribution, and the range of Gini coefficients reported for 28 OECD countries, we generate and analyse a large number of "observations" on the differences between elasticities calculated at the aggregate level and those calculated at the micro level. We suggest a procedure for evaluating the likely range of aggregation error when a model is estimated with aggregate data.
INTRODUCTION
In earlier days there was frequently no alternative to the use of aggregate time series data in estimating consumer demand models (Stone, 1954 , to cite an early pioneering paper).
Underlying the models was the notion of a representative consuming unit that maximized utility but aggregation blurred the relationship between micro theory and econometric practice. The likelihood of "aggregation bias" was well known but there was not much one could do about it.
Later, as survey data for individual households became increasingly available (and increasingly rich in content), opportunities opened up for estimating micro-theoretic models using actual micro data. Nevertheless, it remains true today that micro data are not always available in particular contexts, or appropriate for particular research objectives. Survey data may be available in one country but not another, or available for broad categories of goods but not at a detailed level that may be required (food in total but not types of food, for example); a survey may fail entirely to provide certain variables of importance for a particular purpose; trends and dynamics may be of interest, thus necessitating the use of time series available only at the aggregate level. Whatever the reasons it is still the case that aggregate data are often used in estimating consumer demand models, and hence that aggregation bias remains on the list of concerns. (We report on a survey of 21 articles containing estimated models; 15 of the articles used aggregate data.) Other things equal (and sampling variability aside), elasticities calculated at the aggregate level will generally differ from those calculated at the micro level, even if the same model is used in both cases. The differences, how to calculate them, and what to do about them, are the subjects addressed in this paper.
We restrict our attention to two widely used models, Deaton and Muellbauer's (1980) "almost ideal demand system" (AIDS) and the quadratic extension of it (QUAIDS) proposed by Banks, Blundell, and Lewbel (1997) . Aggregation of an AIDS micro model over households requires the introduction of an "aggregation parameter" that depends on the distribution of household total expenditure -on the "income distribution," as we shall call it for convenience, with slight inaccuracy; aggregation of a QUAIDS model requires two such parameters. We consider expenditure elasticities and own-price elasticities in the paper and there is, for each, a micro form and a corresponding macro form. This allows us to do a search for articles with AIDS/QUAIDS models that provide either micro or macro elasticities, calculate the corresponding macro or micro elasticities (under alternative assumptions about income distribution), and thus create a data set reflective of the types and magnitudes of aggregation -3-effects actually found in the empirical literature. Along the way we introduce some procedures for characterizing the income distribution in a generic form and (using data for OECD countries) establish a range of distributions according to degree of inequality. On that basis we are then able to arrive at what we think is a reasonable range for the aggregation parameters and study the effects on elasticities over that range.
THE MODELS AT THE MICRO LEVEL
Assume K households, indexed by k, and I commodities, indexed by i (or by j if a supplementary index is required). Households face prices . Household k spends on p p I 1 ,..., The corresponding AIDS model is obtained by setting , and consequently
Equations (1) fundamental bearing on the theoretical analysis, and we ignore it, for the moment.
There are different approaches to estimation. One is to simplify things by using -4-approximations to and , rather than the strict specifications of equations (2) Banks, Blundell, and Lewbel (1997) , Blundell and Robin (1999) , and Denton, Mountain, and Spencer (1999) . (An additional level of iteration was included in the latter paper to allow for serial correlation in the error term, following Beach and MacKinnon, 1979 .) A third approach is to substitute equations (2) and (3) into equations (1) and estimate the combined system of equations by some appropriate constrained nonlinear method.
The resulting system can be quite large and complex and we are not aware of any published study in which this approach was actually used. We consider it further below, from the point of view of identification in the context of estimation with aggregate data. Whatever the approach taken the model would likely be estimated under theoretical restrictions on its parameters (homogeneity, symmetry), using a Zellner-type estimator.
THE MODELS AT THE AGGREGATE LEVEL
Consumer demand models can also be estimated with macro data. That this may introduce aggregation error is a longstanding worry, assuming one wishes to interpret the estimates as applying to the underlying micro model (Gorman, 1953 , Stoker, 1984 , 1986 , Blundell and Stoker, 2005 .
The macro version of QUAIDS consistent with equations (1) 
The aggregate share equation corresponding to the micro share equation (5) is obtained by multiplying both sides of (4) by and summing over k:
where: ; ;
Equations (2) to the determination of g and h is the following. is estimated directly when equation (7) 
MICRO AND MACRO ELASTICITIES
We are interested in the effects of aggregation on calculated elasticities. To simplify what follows (without loss of generality) we normalize prices and incomes (as in Mountain, 2001, 2004) so that for all i (hence ) and . The
elasticities are invariant to the normalization, which amounts simply to a particular choice of measurement units. Note too that it has no effect on g and h; they are invariant to the scaling of income -to what Lewbel (1990 Lewbel ( , 1992 terms "mean scaling." (As an aside, the mean scaling property also contributes to the justification for assuming g and h to be constant when the income distribution changes and a model is estimated with aggregate time series data, just as the other parameters are typically assumed constant over time.) The expenditure elasticities are then given by
where and are the elasticities calculated from micro and macro data, respectively, and ε ε . The differences are thus θ β λ
The corresponding compensated price elasticities are
and their differences are
where for , zero otherwise. 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND INEQUALITY
The extent of aggregation error depends then on both the configuration of parameters in the underlying micro model and the distribution of income (strictly speaking, the distribution of total expenditure, but we are ignoring the difference). To move forward with our exploration we assume a particular type of distribution, the lognormal. In so doing we follow Bénabou (2000) in his study of income distribution and the social contract. To quote him, "The lognormal is a good -8-approximation of empirical income distribution, leads to tractable results, and allows for an unambiguous definition of inequality ..." (p. 98). Our purpose in the present paper is quite different from his but his three reasons for the choice of distribution function apply equally well.
Think for the moment of x as being a continuous variable. The lognormal distribution of income is defined implicitly by Í , or explicitly by the density function
The function has two parameters, and . However, our sole use of
x the function is in the calculation of a range of values for g and h, both of which are invariant to the choice of measurement units. We are therefore at liberty in any calculation to choose units so that , leaving g and h to depend only on . As increases, so does the degree of μ = 0 φ φ income inequality; as tends to zero, the distribution approaches a uniform distribution. From φ the definitions of g and h it is obvious that they too approach zero as does, and hence that a φ model at the macro level tends to the corresponding model at the micro level. (We are of course ignoring differences in the estimates of the model's parameters because of the differences in the data being used; the point is simply that aggregation effects are no longer present when .)
We use the lognormal distribution in our subsequent calculations in the following way.
We set to zero (or to any other value, in light of the invariance property of g and h). We then μ choose a value for , generate 50,000 random draws of from the distribution, 
GINI COEFFICIENTS IN 28 COUNTRIES
The Gini coefficient is a simple and time-honoured measure of income inequality. It is also a statistic that is available for a large number of countries, and a useful summary measure for -9-our purposes. We make use of recently published Gini coefficients available for 28 of the 30 member countries of the OECD, as provided by United Nations (2006, 
where . As increases, the bounds of approach 0 at one extreme (all incomes
and 1 at the other (all income held by one household). The countries in Table 1 with micro data can be converted to the corresponding macro form.
A SELECTION OF MODELS FROM THE LITERATURE
We have done a rather extensive search of the literature for articles containing estimated AIDS and QUAIDS models and selected a total of 21 (fifteen for AIDS, six for QUAIDS). A criterion for selection was that an article must provide the estimated parameters of the model or sufficient other information (usually elasticities) to allow the parameters to be inferred. While the search was extensive we do not claim that it was exhaustive. If an article did not make it into our selection it may be that it did not provide sufficient numerical information to satisfy our criterion, or it may be that we simply missed it. Do not feel offended if your excellent article is not included.
The articles we have chosen include models estimated with either micro or aggregate data.
For a model based on micro data we have derived both the micro expenditure and micro (compensated) own-price elasticities. (To keep the calculated results manageable for presentation purposes we do not concern ourselves with cross-price elasticities.) We have then assumed alternative values for the Gini coefficient, and hence for g and h, and calculated the corresponding macro elasticities based on equations (9) and (12). For a model estimated with aggregate data we have done the same thing in reverse, going from macro elasticities to corresponding micro elasticities, based on equations (8) and (11).
-11-A typical example may be helpful in understanding how we have used information extracted from a published article. Consider an article in which an AIDS model was estimated using aggregate data. Suppose that the article provided, for some commodity i, the value and and hence a reported micro elasticity, the calculations would go in the opposite direction, providing an implied macro expenditure elasticity, and again an "observation" on the difference.
A similar approach is used to derive macro/micro differences for price elasticities.
The commodities for which models were estimated vary among the articles, both in number (from 4 to 11) and type (food, clothing, etc. The elasticities that we extract from published articles are of course estimates subject to sampling error. However, that is not a concern here. We take the numbers at face value. The fact that they are not the "true" values (probability limits, if you prefer) still allows them to be -12-interpreted as representative of the distribution of estimated elasticities in the literature , and beyond that as an approximation to the distribution of the underlying true elasticities. Our study requires simply that we associate with each estimated micro (macro) value a corresponding implied macro (micro) value, conditional on the income distribution, and hence derive a realistic distribution of the differences induced by aggregation.
COMPARISONS OF MICRO AND MACRO ELASTICITIES
We show, in Tables 2-4 , the results, in summary form, of comparisons of the two types of elasticities. (The calculated elasticities are reported in full detail in the appendix tables.) Table 2 shows results of calculations for AIDS models, Table 3 for QUAIDS models, and Table 4 for both types of models combined. Of the 15 AIDS models, 12 were estimated using aggregate data with varying numbers of commodity categories, providing a total of 71 micro/macro pairs of elasticities. Three of the AIDS models were estimated using micro data, providing 20 pairs. Of the 6 QUAIDS models, 3 were estimated using aggregate data, providing 15 elasticity pairs, and 3
were estimated using micro data, providing 17 pairs. The articles themselves are coded A1, A2, etc. for AIDS models, Q1, Q2, etc. for QUAIDS models, and are identified by those codes in the list of references. Table 4 , which presents combined summary measures for all AIDS and QUAIDS models in our survey, is based on the largest number of observations, and we focus mainly on it.
Considering first the expenditure elasticities, we note that the macro elasticities are lower than the micro elasticities in the great majority of cases, and concomitantly that the mean differences (macro minus micro) are generally negative, regardless of the degree of income inequality (the value of d). For all models combined, the mean absolute error ranges from about .05 to .31, depending on d. There are very few cases in which the macro and micro elasticities differ in sign and very few also in which one of them is less than 1 while the other is greater. Moreover, those few cases in which there are differences of either kind occur only when d is at its maximum.
In terms of averages, then, the effects of aggregation are relatively small when d is at its lower bound or median level. The effects are somewhat greater when d is at its upper bound, and enough so to suggest some concern. However, an examination of the individual observations indicates that much of the mean and mean absolute differences are attributable to a small number of outlier cases. To note some extremes, a macro elasticity of 4.4 based on a published model estimated with aggregate data converts to a micro elasticity of -5.5; a 2.7 macro elasticity -13-converts to a micro elasticity of 8.7; and a macro elasticity of 2.2 converts to a micro elasticity of 7.7. For the most part, extremes of this kind are associated with estimated elasticity values which are themselves large enough to warrant skepticism in their own right. Extreme differences result from particular parameter configurations interacting with a relatively high degree of income inequality. One would certainly like to flag those cases in which aggregation effects may cause quite misleading inferences. Fortunately there is a straightforward procedure for doing that, as discussed in the next section.
Focusing again on Table 4 , the macro-micro differences for price elasticities are seen to be much smaller than those for expenditure elasticities. The overall mean difference is only about .01, even with maximum d, and the overall mean absolute difference is about .12, also for maximum d. There is some (rather weak ) evidence that micro price elasticities tend to be smaller than the corresponding macro elasticities: for all models combined, the macro-minus-micro differences are negative in about 40 percent of all cases. (The percentages are closer to 50 percent for models estimated with micro data.) Difference in sign occur only seldom and greater-than-1/less-than-1 differences even less frequently. As with the expenditure elasticities there is the occasional horror story: a macro elasticity of -.47 that converts to a micro elasticity of 3.106, for example, and one would certainly want to be on guard for cases like that. For the most part, though, it appears that aggregation error is a relatively minor consideration in the interpretation of price elasticities. Given that prices are assumed to be independent of incomes in the AIDS/QUAIDS framework (and in consumer demand models generally) it is perhaps not surprising that their elasticities are affected rather little by income inequality.
CHECKING AND ADJUSTING FOR AGGREGATION ERROR
The approach taken in this paper can be adapted to provide a straightforward way of checking and adjusting for aggregation error. For a model estimated with aggregate data one can calculate macro elasticities in the usual way, and then calculate the corresponding micro elasticities, based on an assumed Gini coefficient and the procedures underlying Table 1 for generating corresponding values of g and h. Of course, if the true income distribution is known the values of g and h can be calculated directly. However, information about the actual income distribution relevant for a particular model may be hard to come by (Stoker, 1993) . If one can make a reasonable guess at the Gini coefficient, though, based on the 28-country information in -------------models estimated with macro data --------------Mean difference (macro-micro) Mean absolute difference % negative differences % sign differences % elast/inelast differences Number of observations 
Mean absolute difference % negative differences % sign differences % elast/inelast differences Number of observations Note: d is the Gini coefficient; min, med, and max are the minimum, median, and maximum values derived from Table 1 . "% elast/inelast differences" is the percentage of cases in which one of the elasticities is greater than 1 in absolute value, while the other is not. -------------models estimated with micro data -------------- -------------models estimated with micro data -------------- 
